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What is the neural representation of a speech code as it evolves in time? How do listeners integrate temporally 

distributed phonemic information into coherent representations of syllables and words? How does the brain 

extract invariant properties of variable-rate speech? More generally, what sorts of mechanisms encode temporal 

order during a complicated task like speech perception? This talk will describe an emerging neural model, 

variously called the PHONET, ARTPHONE, and ARTWORD model, that suggests answers to these questions, 

while quantitatively simulating challenging data about speech and word recognition. In this model, rate-

dependent category boundaries emerge from feedback interactions between a working memory for short-term 

storage of phonetic items and a list categorization network for grouping sequences of items. The conscious 

speech and word recognition code is suggested to be a resonant wave, and a percept of silence is proposed to be 

a temporal discontinuity in the rate with which such a resonant wave evolves. Such a wave emerges when 

sequential activation and storage of phonemic items in working memory provide bottom-up input to unitized 

representations, or list chunks, that group together sequences of items of variable length. The list chunks 

compete with each other as they dynamically integrate this bottom-up information. The winning groupings feed 

back to provide top-down support to their phonemic items. These top-down expectations amplify and focus 

attention on consistent working memory items, while suppressing inconsistent working memory items. Feedback 

establishes a resonance which temporarily boosts the activation levels of selected items and chunks, thereby 

creating an emergent conscious percept. Because the resonance evolves more slowly than working memory 

activation, it can be influenced by information presented afte relatively long intervening silence intervals. 

Variations in the durations of speech sounds and silent pauses can hereby produce different perceived groupings 

of words, and future sounds can influence how we hear past sounds. Preprocessing of acoustic signals into 

parallel auditory streams that respond preferentially to transient and sustained properties of the acoustic signal 

before being stored in parallel working memories, together with cross-stream automatic gain control, can help to 

explain how an invariant speech representation can emerge from variable-rate speech. For example, increasing 

the silence interval between the words “gray chip” may result in the percept “great chip”, whereas increasing the 

duration of fricative noise in “chip” may alter the percept to “great ship” (Repp et al., 1978). Hearing two stop 

consonants C in a VC-CV pair (V = vowel, C = consonant) requires 150 ms more silence between VC and CV 

than hearing two different stop consonants, C1 and C2, in a VC1-C2V pair (Repp, 1980). In CV syllables such 

as /ba/ and /wa/, an increase in the duration of the vowel /a/ can cause a switch in the percept of the preceding 

consonant from /w/ to /b/ (Miller and Liberman, 1979). These and many other context-sensitive percepts can 

now be given a unified explanation. 

Resonant interactions are also proposed to control percepts of auditory streaming, albeit at a different level of 

auditory processing. In particular, auditory signals are preprocessed to extract the pitch of an instrument or voice 

using a model called the SPINET model, or Spatial PItch NETwork, which converts the temporal acoustic signal 

into spatial representations of pitch. The SPINET model can quantitatively simulate many psychophysical data 

about pitch perception by human observers. These spectral and pitch representations are assumed to be 

distributed across a network in such a way that cooperative and competitive feedback interactions resonantly 
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capture frequencies that belong to the same pitch source within a given stream, while enabling multiple streams 

to coexist simultaneously, under constraints that automatically embody properties like exclusive allocation. In 

this way, the SPINET model is embedded within a more comprehensive ARTSTREAM model that simulates 

human streaming data such as the auditory continuity illusion and crossing glides in noise.  

What functional reason explains why multiple levels of auditory processing may all use resonant dynamics? A 

proposed answer is indicated by the fact that all the models have the acronym ART in their names. This is 

because they are special cases of Adaptive Resonance Theory. ART proposes how the processes whereby our 

brains continue to learn about a changing world in a stable fashion throughout life lead to conscious experiences. 

These processes include the learning of top-down expectations, the matching of these expectations against 

bottom-up data, the focusing of attention upon the expected clusters of information, and the development of 

resonant states between bottom-up and top-down processes as they reach an attentive consensus between what is 

expected and what is there in the outside world. It is suggested that all conscious states in the brain are resonant 

states, and that these resonant states trigger learning of sensory and cognitive representations. Thus, the auditory 

models outlined above are proposed to be specialized versions of ART mechanisms for stably learning about 

temporally evolving information about the world. In addition to ART explanations of temporal data from 

audition and speech, suitably specialized variants of ART circuits have also been used to quantitatively simulate 

psychophysical and neurobiological data from early vision and visual object recognition. In the visual system, it 

has been shown how predicted ART top-down expectation and attentional priming and matching mechanisms are 

realized by known laminar circuits of visual thalamus and cortex. It is proposed that similar circuits may operate 

in auditory thalamocortical circuits, suitably specialized. Although ART mechanisms are suggested to be used in 

many sensory and cognitive processes, it is not proposed that they are used for all brain processes. In particular, 

sensory and cognitive processing in the What processing stream of the brain seem to obey top-down matching 

and learning laws that are often complementary to those used for spatial and motor processing in the brain's 

Where/How processing stream. This enables sensory and cognitive representations to maintain their stability as 

we learn more about the world, while allowing spatial and motor representations to forget learned maps and 

gains that are no longer appropriate as our bodies develop and grow from infanthood to adulthood. Procedural 

memories are proposed to be unconscious because the inhibitory matching process that supports these spatial and 

motor processes cannot lead to resonance. [Supported in part by AFOSR, DARPA, NSF, and ONR.] 
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